
All the Dead Lie Down  
by Kyrie McCauley
(YA Fiction–Y Mccaule)
Newly orphaned Marin accepts a nanny 
position for an acclaimed horror writer 
and her mother’s childhood friend, but 
she soon realizes all is not well at Lovelace 
House and must unravel its secrets before 
they consume her.

Broken Lands by Jonathan Maberry
(YA Fiction–Y Maberry)

Ever since her mother’s death, Gabriella 
‘Gutsy’ Gomez has spent her days flying 
under the radar. But when her mother’s 
undead body is returned to her doorstep 
from the grave and Gutsy witnesses a pack 
of ravagers digging up Los Muertos—
her mother’s name for the undead—she 
realizes that life finds you no matter how 
hard you try to hide from it.

The Dead and the Dark  
by Courtney Gould
(YA Fiction–Y Gould)

When Logan, the adopted daughter of 
reality television ghosthunters, teams up 
with Ashley to search for missing teens in 
Snakebite, Oregon, they find themselves 
falling for each other as they uncover a 
hidden evil.

Dead Flip by Sara Farizan
(YA Fiction–Y Farizan)

Cori and Maz, once inseparable best 
friends, reunite to solve the mystery of 
what happened to their other friend Sam—
who disappeared five years ago and has 
now returned, not having aged at all.

Delicious Monsters by Liselle Sambury
(YA Fiction–Y Sambury)

Told in alternating timelines, Daisy and 
her mother move into her deceased 
uncle’s mansion, only to find horrors 
waiting inside, and ten years later, Brittney 
investigates the mystery behind the 
Miracle Mansion that turned her mother’s 
life around.

The Gathering Dark: An Anthology of 
Folk Horror edited by Tori Bovalino
(YA Fiction–Y Gatheri)

A cemetery full of the restless dead. A 
town so wicked it has already burned 
twice, with the breath of the third fire 
looming. A rural, isolated bridge with 
a terrifying monster. A lake that allows 
the drowned to return. These are the 
shadowed, liminal spaces where the curses 
and monsters lurk.

Holly Horror 
by Michelle Jabès Corpora
(YA Fiction–Y Corpora)

When Evie moves with her mother and 
brother to a new home known by locals 
as the Horror House, where a teen 
mysteriously vanished without a trace 
many years ago, she becomes haunted by 
a terrifying bonneted specter.

House of Hollow 
by Krystal Sutherland
(YA Fiction–Y Sutherland)

Something happened to Iris Hollow and 
her two older sisters Grey and Vivi when 
they were children. When Grey goes 
missing under suspicious circumstances, 
it becomes apparent that the only way to 
save her is to decipher the mystery of what 
happened to them as children.

Like to be frightened? Here 
are some tales guaranteed  

to keep you up at night!
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I Shall Awaken by Katerina Šardická
(YA Fiction–Y Šardická)

12 years ago, four children suddenly 
disappeared without trace. Now during the 
winter solstice, three of them returned out 
of nowhere as teenagers with no memory of 
what happened to them. 

The Memory Eater by Rebecca Mahoney
(YA Fiction–Y Mahoney)

For generations, a monster called the 
Memory Eater has lived in the caves of 
Whistler Beach, Maine, surviving off the 
unhappy memories of those who want to 
forget. And for generations, the Harlows 
have been in charge of keeping her 
locked up—and keeping her fed. Alana 
Harlow inherits the family business, but 
there’s something she doesn’t know: the 
strange gaps in her memory aren’t from an 
accident. 

Monstrous by Jessica Lewis
(YA Fiction–Y Lewis)

When Latavia is presented as a human 
sacrifice to an ancient beast, she is 
determined to do whatever it takes to 
survive—even if that includes making a 
deal with the monster and endangering her 
crush and family.

Not Good for Maidens by Tori Bovalino
(YA Fiction–Y Bovalino)

Beneath the streets of York, the goblin 
market calls to the Wickett women—the 
family of witches that tends to its victims. 
Knowing the dangers, they never entered 
the market—until May Wickett fell for a 
goblin girl, accepted her invitation, and 
became inextricably tied to the world her 
family tried to protect her from. 

The Restless Dark by Erica Waters
(YA Fiction–Y Water)

The Cloudkiss Killer is dead. Now a true-
crime podcast is hosting a contest to find 
his bones. Lucy was almost the serial killers 
final victim. Carolina is a true-crime fan who 
fears her own rage. Maggie is a psychology 
student with a little too much to hide. But 
there are more than bones hiding in the 
shadows... sometimes the darkness inside 
is more frightening than anything the dead 
leave behind.

She is a Haunting by Trang Thanh Tran
(YA Fiction–Y Tran)

Jade Nguyen is spending the summer in 
Vietnam at the French colonial house her 
estranged father is fixing up as a vacation 
rental, but unbeknownst to her family, the 
house and its ghosts have other plans. 
Night after night, Jade wakes up paralized. 
The walls exude a thrumming sound while 
bugs leave their legs and feelers in places 
they don’t belong. And at night, Jade can’t 
ignore the ghost of the beautiful bride who 
leaves cryptic warnings: Don’t eat. 

The Weight of Blood  
by Tiffany D. Jackson
(YA Fiction–Y Jackson)

Madison has been passing for white her 
entire life at the behest of her fanatical 
white father. After a viral bullying video 
pulls back the curtain on Springville High’s 
racist roots, student leaders come up with 
a plan to change their image: host the 
school’s first integrated prom as a show 
of unity. However, some of her classmates 
aren’t done with her just yet—Madison has 
another secret. 

Within These Wicked Walls 
by Lauren Blackwood
(YA Fiction–Y Blackwo)
Andromeda is a debtera—an exorcist hired 
to cleanse households of the Evil Eye. 
She would be hired, that is, if her mentor 
hadn’t thrown her out before she could 
earn her license. Now her only hope of 
steady work is to find a patron—a rich, 
well-connected individual who will vouch 
for her abilities. When a young heir named 
Magnus Rochester reaches out to hire her, 
Andromeda takes the job without question. 
But she quickly realizes this is a job like 
no other, with horrifying manifestations at 
every turn, and that Magnus is hiding far 
more than she has been trained for. 
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